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Abstract. We present a framework for automatically generating questions and

answers (QAs) from text documents. The core of our proposed method utilizes

rules on top of semantic role labels, which are easy to comprehend and main-

tain and effective in generating grammatically correct questions. In addition, we

utilize advanced NLP techniques, such as text summarization (to avoid similar

questions), word embedding (for context disambiguation), and topic modeling (to

filter out irrelevant questions). We compare our method with the state-of-the-art

methods for QA generation on car manuals and discuss our results.

1 Introduction

Automatically generating questions and answers is a long-term goal in many interactive

intelligent assistant systems that constitute an FAQ corpus, such as intelligent tutoring

systems [11] and interactive query-based environments [20]. iNAGO Inc.1 develops

interactive question-answering systems that converse with users to obtain the most ap-

propriate answers to their questions based on a domain specific knowledge base (KB)

of questions and answers (QAs). Manually creating a KB from textual sources, e.g.,

user manuals, requires significant human time, effort and cost [16]. Therefore, we have

been working with them to automate the QA generation process. We use the car manual

domain as a case study to do a proof of concept for the proposed method.

Many QA generation systems are based on the overgenerate-and-rank strategy that

employs some rules to generate a large set of candidate QAs [8]. However, most rule-

based approaches [7, 1] do not account for the context of sentences such as corefer-

encing, and thus can produce ambiguous or vague questions. On the other hand, many

neural-network based approaches require a large set of labelled training data, which is

hard to obtain, especially for a new domain.

To tackle these challenges, we propose a Context-Aware Question and Answer Gen-

eration (CAQAG) framework to automatically generate QAs from text. The framework

uses advanced NLP techniques, such as semantic role labeling for rule-based question

generation, text summarization and topic modeling for avoiding or filtering out irrele-

vant questions, co-reference resolution and word embedding for reducing the vagueness

of generated questions. We apply CAQAG to car manuals, evaluate the effectiveness of

each component, compare the method with the state-of-the-art methods, and report our

findings.

1 http://www.inago.com/
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2 Proposed QA Generating Framework

Our CAQAG framework takes a document (e.g., a car manual) as input and outputs a

set of QAs. The components of the framework are described below.

2.1 Text Summarization

A text document often contains repeated information. As a result, many generated QAs

are often repeated or are not about the central theme of the text. We apply a text sum-

marization technique, i.e., TextRank [14]. TextRank builds a graph from the text, where

nodes represent the sentences and the weight on an edge represents the degree of sim-

ilarity between two connecting sentences. The nodes are then ranked based on their

strength that is a function of weights for the incoming and outgoing edges. Top-ranked

sentences (e.g., 50% top-ranked) are selected to represent the text. We use paragraph-

level summarization in our appication.

2.2 Coreference Resolution

In documents, many sentences refer to previous sentences using coreferences to avoid

repetition, which can lead to vague questions, for example:

“At normal operating temperature, the needle of the engine will remain in the center

section. If it enters the red section, the engine is overheating.”

From the second sentence, using basic syntactic information, the following question

will be generated: “What happens if it enters the red section?”, which is not acceptable

since it is not clear what the pronoun “it” refers to. To solve this problem, we use a

coreference resolution technique, i.e. the Stanford coreferencing tool [13], to identify

the antecedents of pronouns, and replace those pronouns with their more specific an-

tecedent phrases. As a result, the pronoun “it” is replaced with the word “the needle of

the engine”:“What happens if the needle of the engine enters the red section?”.

2.3 Semantic Role Labeling

Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) assigns labels to words or phrases in a sentence that

indicate their semantic role in the sentence. We use the model from Propositional se-

mantics [4] which is based on thematic proto-roles and argument selection in Linguis-

tics [4]. Each sentence is represented by one or more propositions. Each proposition

consists of a predicate (usually a verb) and its semantic arguments. The arguments are

the phrases from the sentence carrying the semantic roles of the predicate. For example,

given a sentence “ABS is activated during braking under certain road or stopping con-

ditions”, a semantic role labeler may recognize “activate” as representing the predicate,

“ABS” as an argument of the predicate representing the patient of the predicate, and

“during braking under certain road or stopping conditions” as another argument of the

predicate representing the time. The goal of semantic role labeling is to help catch the

meaning of a sentence.

The top block of Table 1 shows examples of semantic-role-labeled sentences from a

car manual. A predicate is denoted as TARGET, and its various arguments are denoted

as A0=PAG (representing agent), A1=PPT (representing patient), AM-TMP (represent-

ing time, i.e., when), AM-LOC (representing location, i.e., where), etc.
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Sample Sentences with SRL tags:

S1. [ABS (A1=PPT)] is [activated (TARGET)] [during braking under certain road or stopping conditions (AM-TMP)].

S2. [The Odometer (A1=PPT)] [is located (TARGET)] [in the bottom of the information display (AM-LOC)].

S3. [Engine Coolant Temperature (A0=PAG)] [illuminates (TARGET)] [when the engine coolant temperature is high (AM-TMP)].

S4. [Low Tire Pressure Warning (A0=PAG)] [will illuminate(TARGET)] [when (R-AM-TMP)] [your tire pressure (A1=PPT)] is [low (A2=PRD)].

S5. [Cruise control (A0=PAG)] [disengages (TARGET)] [if the vehicle speed decreases more than 16 km/h below the set speed (AM-ADV)].

Sample rules to generate QAs:

R1. (Replace [A1=PPT] with what) Q: What is [TARGET][AM-TMP]? A:[A1=PPT].

R2. (Replace [AM-TMP] with when) Q: When is [A1=PPT][TARGET]? A:[AM-TMP].

R3. (Replace [AM-LOC] with where) Q: Where is [A1=PPT]? A:[AM-LOC].

R4: (Replace [AM-TMP] with why) Q: Why does [A0=PAG] [TARGET]? A:[AM-TMP].

R5: (Replace [A0=PAG][TARGET] before [R-AM-TMP] with how do we know if) Q: How do I know if [A1=PPT] is [A2=PRD]? A:[A0=PAG][TARGET].

R6: (Replace [AM-ADV] with In what circumstances) Q: In what circumstances [A0=PAG][TARGET]? A:[AM-ADV].

Generated QAs:

QA1: What is activated during braking under certain road or stopping conditions? ABS. (Generated from S1 using R1)

QA2: When is ABS activated? During braking under certain road or stopping conditions. (Generated from S1 using R2)

QA3: Where is the odometer? In the button of the information display. (Generated from S2 using R3)

QA4: Why does engine coolant temperature illuminate? When the engine coolant temperature is high. (Generated from S3 using R4)

QA5: How do I know if your tire pressure is low? Low tire pressure will illuminate. (Generated from S4 using R5)

QA6: In what circumstances cruise control disengages? If the vehicle speed decreases more than 16 km/h below the set speed.(Generated from S5 using R6)

Table 1. Sample sentences with semantic role labels, rules and generated QAs.

2.4 Generating Questions

We design a set of 75 general purpose rules to transform the semantic role labeled

sentences to QAs. We chose the rule-based method because it was the most effective

method in the industry [2] and rules are comprehensible and easy to maintain. The

middle block of Table 1 shows some sample rules, and the bottom block shows the

generated QAs using these rules from SRL-tagged sentences in the top block.

For example, we replace [ABS (A1=PPT)] in S1 with the word What and generate

a question as: “What is activated during braking under certain road or stopping con-

ditions?”. Moreover, we use [ABS (A1=PPT)] to present the answer. These rules are

general purpose rules and can be used to generate many types of questions (e.g. what,

when, where, why, how, in what circumstances).

2.5 Filtering the Generated QAs

Although text summarization was used earlier to remove unimportant sentences before

the question generation step, too many questions are generated in the above step, some

of which are not related to the main theme of the document and thus need to be removed.

We use Top Mine [5] to extract the important topics from the input document 2. In topic

modeling, each topic is a distribution over terms (e.g., words or phrases). We choose

the most frequent terms from the most likely unigrams and merge these terms into a list

of topical terms. Then, we filter out questions that do not contain a topical term on the

list. The resulting QAs contain at least one topical term, and are thus related to the main

theme of the document.

2.6 Context Disambiguation

Pronouns are not the only cause of ambiguities in QAs. Noun phrases that refer to terms

in previous sentences can lead to vague questions, e.g.,:

“Switching the adaptive cruise control sets a speed to maintain a safe distance. You

can override the system by applying the brakes.”

2 We selected the number of topics to be 20, since this number results in the lowest perplexity

score [6].
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Generating a question from the second sentence above leads to the following ambiguous

question:

“What should I do to override the system?”

It is not clear what “the system” refers to.

We utilize the word embedding3 [15] to compute the semantic similarity between a

concept hi in a domain ontology4 and question q as follows:

Sim(q, hi) =
(
∑|q|

m=1

∑|hi|
n=1

Cosine(wm, ti,n))

|q| × |hi|
, (1)

where ti,n is the word vector of the n’th term of concept hi and wm is the word vector

of the m’th non-stop-word of the question q. We select the concept with the highest

score as the context of question q and use it to augment the question. For example, the

most similar concept to the previous ambiguous question is: “adaptive cruise control

= {smart, cruise, control, override, adaptive, cruise, ascc, system}”. Thus, concept

“Adaptive cruise control” is used to augment the question resulting in: “What should I

do to override the system, regarding the adaptive cruise control?”

3 Evaluations

The proposed CAQAG framework is an unsupervised method for question generation.

To see the usefulness of each of its components, we conduct an ablation test that re-

moves one component from the method at a time, resulting in 5 variations of our

method (Tables 2 and 3). In addition, we compare CAQAG with two state-of-the-art su-

pervised learning methods: (1) Transformer: This is a neural network based sequence-

to-sequence model based on the attention mechanism and positional encoding [19]. We

train a 6-layer model with the same hyperparameters as in [19]. (2) Pointer-Generator

Networks (PGN): This is a sequence-to-sequence model determining whether to copy

words from the input sentence (answer) based on the attention distribution or generate

them from the vocabulary distribution [18]. A 2-layer model is trained with the Adam

optimizer [10].

Our dataset consists of 4672 QAs created by human annotators from two car man-

uals (Ford and GM). We divided the dataset into training (4360 QAs) and testing sets

(312 QAs). The supervised methods are trained on the training set. All the methods are

evaluated on the test set.

3.1 Human Evaluation

We randomly selected 25 automatically generated QAs for each method and asked five

English speakers to rate the quality of each QA based on the three criteria: Grammar,

Vagueness, and Q and A Relatedness). Furthermore, we asked the human evaluators to

3 The pre-trained GloVe vectors [17] are used in our experiments.
4 The ontology, provided by iNAGO Inc., consists of a set of concepts, each of which is de-

scribed by a set of terms.
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QA System Score
Bad

Grammar (%) Vague (%) Unrelated (%)

CAQAG (All Features) 3.53 19 21 29

CAQAG without Summarization 3.47 24 29 38

CAQAG without Coreferene Resolution 3.22 23 39 45

CAQAG without Context Disambiguation 3.16 21 46 37

CAQAG without Filtering 3.07 23 45 50

Transformer 2.41 55 65 26

Pointer Generator Network (PGN) 3.67 26 22 26
Table 2. Human evaluation results on car manuals.

QA System ROUGE-L METEOR

CAQAG (All Features) 0.39 0.22

CAQAG without Summarization 0.38 0.21

CAQAG without Coreferene Resolution 0.25 0.15

CAQAG without Context Disambiguation 0.35 0.20

CAQAG without Filtering 0.32 0.18

Transformer 0.52 0.18

Pointer Generator Network (PGN) 0.63 0.30

Table 3. Automatic evaluation results on car manuals.

score the generated QAs based on the five-point rating scale [9] 5. Table 2 shows the

average score and the percentage of the generated questions having each problem for

each method.

The results show that CAQAG with all features leads to the best score and least

problems among its variations. Among the 4 auxiliary components of CAQAG, filtering

with topic modeling is the most effective feature, followed by context disambiguation,

coreference resolution and text summarization. Without filtering, 50% of the generated

questions are unrelated to their answers. Context disambiguation is the most effective

in lowering the vagueness of the generated questions. All the features help lower the

vagueness and relatedness of generated questions, and lead to questions with better

grammar although the grammar improvement is not as significant as the ones in vague-

ness and unrelatedness. The reason is that the grammatical structures of generated QAs

highly depend on the semantic role labels. It is worth noting that the reason for the least

effectiveness of summarization is that the paragraphs in car manuals are often very

short, containing only a few sentences.

Table 2 also shows that CAQAG with all features significantly outperforms the

Transformer model in human evaluation, and is comparable to the Pointer-Generator

Network (PGN). The questions generated by CAQAG have least grammatical errors

and vagueness, but the questions generated by PGN are more related to their answers,

resulting in the highest overal score for PGN. This is not surprising because PGN is a

supervised learning method (which requires a large set of labelled training data) while

the rule-based method is unsupervised. The reason for the worst performance of Trans-

former is that it has many unknown words in the generated questions. PGN solves this

problem by copying words from input sentences.

5 1= Bad: the question has major problems; 2= Unacceptable: the question definitely has a mi-

nor problem (Grammar, Vagueness, Awkwardness); 3= Borderline: the question might have a

problem, but I’m not sure; 4= Acceptable: The question does not have problems; and 5= Good:

the question is as good as one that a human asks.
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3.2 Automatic Evaluation

We use ROUGE [12] and METEOR [3] to evaluate the questions generated from the

whole test data set. The Transformer and PGN are trained on the training data. We report

the F1 scores for ROUGE-L (longest common subsequence text overlap). METEOR

improves ROUGE by taking into account word re-ordering, stemming, synonyms, and

paraphrase matching. The results in Table 3 show that CAQAG with all features obtains

the best scores compared to its variations and coreference resolution is the most effec-

tive feature in this evaluation. Compared to the neural network based methods, both

Transformer and PGN have much higher ROUGE scores. But in terms of METEOR,

CAQAG is better than Transformer, but not as good as PGN. This result indicates that

METEOR is better in line with human judgment and is more reliable evaluation metric

than ROUGE.

3.3 Evaluation on Recall

To see how the features of CAQAG affects the coverage of generated QAs, we compute

recall values in the ablation test. The recall for CAQAG is 0.44, while the recalls after

removing summarization, co-referencing, context disambiguation and filtering are 0.46,

0.31, 0.46, and 0.45 respectively. This shows that summarization, context disambigua-

tion and filtering do not significantly influence the recall, meaning that mostly irrelevant

QAs are filtered out, while removing co-referencing greatly reduces the recall. The rea-

son is that co-referencing affects semantic rule labels.

4 Conclusions

We presented a rule-based unsupervised method for automatically generating QAs from

text and its application to car manuals. A number of NLP techniques (i.e., semantic role

labeling, topic modeling, coreference resolution and context disambiguation) are used.

Our results show that these techniques are effective in improving the quality of gener-

ated QAs. Compared to the supervised neural network based methods, our method is

significantly better in terms of grammatical correctness of the generated QAs. It outper-

forms the Transformer significantly according to human evaluation and the METERO

metric. Although it does not beat the Pointer-Generator Network, it has the benefit of

not requiring a large set of labelled training data, which makes it more applicable, espe-

cially in new domains. The use of CAQAG by iNAGO reported significant reduction in

human effort and cost in QA generation, comparing to a purely manual QA generation

process. Moreover, the rules are easy to understand and can be easily used or adapted to

other domains. As future work, we will investigate how to combine the rule-based with

neural network based methods to improve the quality of generated QAs.
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